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1 Introduction

One of the main features of pragmatism concerns the de�nition of the notion
of belief, which is generally considered to be central in knowledge theory.
Recent developments in AI can be seen from this philosophical background.

There are mainly two basic ideas that AI retains from philosophical pragma-
tism:

- Assertive sentences are the linguistic expressions of beliefs.

- Beliefs have to be de�ned by reference to the actions to which their
assertion them would lead.

A set of beliefs is thus a mental state, a sort of cognitive map of \reality".
As paths can be marked or taken away from a real map, beliefs can be added
or subtracted from a cognitive map [Sah88]. Cognitive maps are then judged

in relation to their causal properties.
An important consequence of the pragmatical rede�nition of the notion

of belief is a new theory of meaning, de�ned in relation to possible causes

and e�ects to which the assertion of a belief leads. A major example of such
a theory of meaning is Ramsey's account of the meaning of conditionals. He

said in a footnote in [Ram31, pp. 247, 248], which became a classic in AI
approaches to revision :

\If two people are arguing about `If p will q?' and are both in
doubt as to p, they are adding p hypothetically to their stock of
knowledge and arguing on that basis about q".

This so-called Ramsey test (RT henceforth) has been used as a way of giving

meaning to conditionals by basing them on an operation of belief change. We
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call such changes updates. Given a set of beliefs B and a new piece of belief
A (that we call the input), we speak of the update of B by A. Moreover, we

note C the consequence of an update.

Hansson [Han95] claims that the RT was at the base of the three main

tentatives to give meaning to conditionals, viz. Goodman's metalinguistic

(derivability) theory, Stalnaker and Lewis' world selection analysis, and G�ar-
denfors and colleagues' belief revision account. Without any doubts the RT

has a lot of intutive appeal. But if we take it for granted, then what does

it mean to update a set of beliefs, or - using our metaphore - what are the

e�ects of adding a new path on a map?
We can put the question in another way: Does the RT explain a complex

notion (viz. conditionals) by a simpler one (viz. belief change)? The answer
seems to be negative: Apparently both notions are equally vague (in the

sense of [Lew73, 4.2, p. 95]), and equally complex. We have thus two actions

expressed by linguistic devices: adding a belief to a set of beliefs and checking
for consequences, and asserting a conditional on the background of a set of

beliefs. These actions have equal rights.
What can be said about the correlation of these actions, and what are

the consequences from a pragmatical point of view? This is studied in the

present paper.

2 Belief sets vs. belief bases

We may take the �rst argument of updates on any of three levels: as in-
dividual sentences, as �nite sets of sentences (belief bases), or as arbitrary
sets of sentences. (This holds for the input as well: see [FH94].) It is only

in the last case that we can require sets of beliefs to be closed under logical
consequences, and this was the choice made in the early times of the AGM
approach.

In this paper we shall suppose that sets of belief are �nite, and we shall

identify such belief bases with the conjunctions of their elements.
There are at least three arguments for that. The �rst is a practical one:

If we want to represent beliefs on a computer, we are obliged to do with �nite

objects.

The second argument is a philosophical one: A real map is not a complete
and thus in�nite description of an area, but rather the result of a reasoned

balance between the requirement of being informative and that of being read-
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able. In the same way it is natural to think of a belief set as a �nite number
of sentences that roughly correspond to explicit beliefs in a mental state. 1

A belief base is supposed to describe \the actual mental state". As we

claimed via the above map metaphore, belief sets, intended as mental states,

are usually incomplete. Thus they do not completely describe all the conse-

quences of a set of beliefs, but rather several of them that might be obtained
by completing the actual belief base. (Every possible complete description

coming out from the actual belief base will be called a possible world in the

sequel.)

The last argument is formal: If we worked with in�nite belief sets, we
would be obliged to situate the update operation on the metalevel. This is

discussed in more detail in the next section.

3 Language vs. metalanguage

Both for conditionals and updates we have two options: We might consider
that they correspond to operations in the metalanguage, but we might as

well consider them to be non-classical connectives in the object language. If

the operation is on the metalevel, an analysis cannot be given in terms of

axioms and inference rules (which are constructive), but must be formulated
in terms of postulates, which are non-constructive and somewhat more in-
formal. Putting the update operation in the object language allows us to
identify it with a connective, to which a pragmatical meaning can be as-

cribed, i.e. a meaning in terms of the consequences of the updating action
on the belief state.

Up to now it has mostly been considered that updates are in the meta-

language, and conditionals in the object language, and that the Ramsey test
stipulates a formal link between both, in much the same way as the predicate
of consistency in G�odel's work. Under this view, there is a formal result that

is sometimes called G�ardenfors' impossibility theorem [G�ar78, G�ar88] which

roughly says that there is no (object language) conditional operator that

1Hence logically equivalent sets of beliefs might be expressed in di�erent ways. Note

that this does not force us a priori to take position in the debate between so-called foun-

dationalists and coherentists (because even if we work with belief bases we can still require

that the update of logically equivalent belief bases with the same input leads to equivalent

results). Nevertheless, we shall see that under the RT the coherentist position seems to

be more adequate.
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corresponds with (metalinguistic) AGM-revision operations via the Ramsey
test. This negative result has led to a big discussion in the literature on belief

revision and several proposals to overcome it. 2

As we work with �nite belief bases (that we identify with sentences),

we can place both updates and conditionals in the object language. It has

been pointed out in [Gra91] that if we do not take revision operations but
update operations in the style of Katsuno and Mendelzon [KM92], the proof

of G�ardenfors' impossibility theorem does not go through. This paper can be

seen as going beyond Grahne's work by showing that indeed all the standard

systems of conditional logic support update operations.

4 The formal view

The RT explicits that both conditionals and updates involve three entities,
viz. an initial belief base B, an input A, and a resulting belief base C (or
rather a consequence of it). Therefore we may say that these two operations
are di�erent ways of seeing algebraically a basic ternary relation R(B;A;C)

between beliefs. In fact, we have at least two possibilities to express R by

means of binary operators:

� We may group B and A, and thus explicitly construct the new belief
base resulting from the change. In this case, what we choose is a

binary update operator  �. B �A can be read \B has been updated

by A". Then to check whether R(B;A;C) holds amounts to prove that
B �A ` C.

� We may group A and C. In this case, we choose a conditional operator

2! which acts on an input A and a question C. A2!C can be read
\if an update by A is performed then C follows". This may be called
a hypothetical update. To check whether R(B;A;C) holds amounts to

prove that B ` A2!C. 3

Astonishingly enough, this duality between the two connectives has not

be explored further. This might either be due to a general prejudice against

2In particular, taking the conditionals out of the object language (the language of

beliefs) allows to avoid the impossibility theorem (see [Lev88, LR95]).
3Note that we may as well group B and C. This should be related to plan generation

as studied in AI, but has not been investigated up to now in the literature on updates.
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the translation of metalinguistic operations in the object language via modal
connectives, or to a peculiar prejudice coming with G�ardenfors' impossibility

result. We claim that stressing this duality we can get a better account of

the notion of belief change. Let us try to make this point clearer.

Having introduced these two non-classical operators, we are now able to

write the RT more formally:
B ` A2!C i� B �A ` C.

Suppose ` is monotonic. It follows immediately from the RT that the

update operator is monotonic in the left argument, and that the conditional

operator is antitonic in the right argument. 4

In this paper, the inference relation will be monotonic, and consequently

we buy the entailed monotonicity properties. 5

5 Normal update logics

Our formal starting point is thus to state the RT as an inference rule. More
precisely it corresponds to two inference rule schemas:

(R.Conv1) B �A ! C

B ! A2!C

(R.Conv2) B ! A2!C

B �A ! C

that we call the Ramsey rules of conversion.
What is the minimal logic of updates and conditionals that supports these

two inference rules?

Suppose ! is material implication. Surprisingly enough, we shall see
that we obtain in this way all the axioms and inference rules of Chellas's
basic seminormal conditional logic Ck. This makes us call this logic the basic
semi-normal update logic UCk. In detail, the following can be derived 6 from

4Suppose B ` B0 and B �A ` C. By the RT, B ` A2!C. Hence B0
` A2!C, and

again by the RT B0
 �A ` C. The proof for the conditional is similar.

Note also that in any case, both operators can be monotonic in the input part only on

pain of triviality.
5Note nevertheless that as we have both the update and the conditional operator at

the object level, this leaves us open the possibility of a nonmonotonic inference relation

at the metalevel.
6These theorems and rules can be established using the technique of [RS97]. There,

axioms and inference rules have been transformed to sentences with only one non-classical
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(R.Conv1) and (R.Conv2) together with the axioms and inference rules of
classical propositional logic:

(RC.EC) C1 $ C2

A2!C1 :$ : A2!C2

(RC.M) C1 ! C2

A2!C1 :! : A2!C2

(C.C) (A2!C1) ^ (A2!C2) :! : A2!(C1 ^ C2)

(C.N) A2!>

As well, the following update counterparts of the above can be derived:

(RU.EC) B1 $ B2

B1 �A :$ : B2 �A

(RU.M) B1 ! B2

B1 �A :! : B2 �A

(U.C) (B1 _B2) �A :! : (B1 �A) _ (B2 �A)

(U.N) :(? �A)

Thus the RT gives us a principle of extensionality for belief bases, but not
for inputs. Just as the basic normal conditional logic CK is obtained from Ck
by adding a principle of extensionality for inputs, the basic normal logic of

updates and conditionals UCK will be obtained in the same way by adding

(RC.EA) A1 $ A2

A12!C :$ : A22!C

(Note that the same logic is obtained by adding a principle of extensionality
(RU.EA) for the input argument of the update operator.)

Let us briey recall Chellas' selection function models for CK, which will
do as well for UCK.

There is a set of possible worlds W and a selection function such that for
a given world w, the set w � U collects all those worlds of U that are closest

to w. To every sentence A there is associated the belief state [A] consisting
of all those possible worlds where A is true. In particular, the belief state

associated to a conditional A2!C is the set of those possible worlds w such
that C is true in all those A-worlds that are closest to w:

operator, to which the conversion rules are then applied in order to `strip o�' that operator

from the relevant part of the sentence and apply classical principles. (It can also be found

in [Herar]).
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� [A2!C] = fw 2 W : w � [A] � [C]g

In order to validate the Ramsey rules of conversion we need the following

truth condition for the update operator:

� [B �A] = fw 2 W : 9u 2 B;w 2 u � [A]g

It is straightforward to establish that UCK is complete. 7

What about extensions of UCK by standard conditional logic axioms, such

as (ID) A2!A, (MP) A2!B :! : A ! B, or (ASC)(A2!B)^(A2!C) :!

: (A ^ B)2!C?

It is known that extensions of CK by any combinations of these axioms

are complete. Although a general transfer result is impossible (see [Wol97]),
in [Herar] completeness has been established for a large class of extensions

of UCK by standard conditional axioms (e.g. by any combination of (CS),
(CA), (ASC), (RT), (CSO), (CV)).

Equivalent axioms and rules in terms of updates can be obtained via

the Ramsey rules, as done in [RS97]. In this way, completeness results for
extensions of UCK for the update counterparts (U.ID) B �A ! A, (U.MP)

B ^ A :! B �A, and (RU.ASC) B �A ! A
0

B �(A ^A0) ! B �A
of the above

conditional axioms can be obtained.
Note that all these axioms either directly correspond or are derivable from

the update postulates of [KM92].

6 Conclusion

We have tried to answer the question: What does it mean to add a belief to
a stock of beliefs? On the background of a pragmatical account of beliefs,
we have made three methodological assumptions:

1) We start with belief bases, which are intended to correspond to mental
belief states.

2) We express the operation of updating in the object language.
3) We take the Ramsey test RT as an if-and-only-if rule. Interpreted in

this way, it gives us at the same time an account of the meaning of condi-
tionals through updates, and an account of the meaning of updates through

conditionals.

7This done in [Herar] by exploiting the connection with tense logic pointed out in

[RS97].
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Using RT as an inference rule and adding it to classical logic we have
obtained a basic logic of updating containing Chellas' basic semi-normal

conditional logic Ck. We have thus put to work the semantical analysis

of conditionals to interpret changes of belief in an elegant and natural way,

using all the syntactical and semantical tools at disposal.

This technical result seems to open some more general questions about
a common distinction in the AI literature, viz. that betweeen updates and

revisions: E.g. in [KM92] it is stated that when a belief base is noti�ed of a

change occurring in something that we could call "the external world" or "the

reality", then the possible worlds in the actual belief state must be modi�ed
accordingly. \Since we are con�ned to our set of possibilities, we must make

the change come true in all of our candidate worlds. Semantically, we change
each of the possible worlds `as little as possible' in order to make the new

state of a�airs hold. Our new syntactic description of the worlds of interest

should now correctly reect the outcome of this set of changes. The function
that maps the old description to the new is called an update." [Gra91]. On

the contrary, if we suppose that nothing changes in the external word, and
that an incoming piece of belief is supposed just to extend or correct our
current belief base then the picture is di�erent, and it is claimed that one

should use revision (understood as AGM-revision of [AGM85]).

Formally, update operations as de�ned in [KM92] are not only di�er-
ent from AGM-revision operations, but even incompatible with them. That
incompatibility leads to the question whether such a distinction is really ac-
ceptable. How can we decide whether an incoming information corresponds

to a change in the real world? Things seem to be clear only in particular
cases such as fault diagnosis or detective stories, where the real world can be
supposed to be statically described by the belief base (e.g. when a murder

or a fault in a circuit has occurred, and the detective or engineer revises
his beliefs in the light of new information about that �xed picture). Can

we presuppose that in any case we have enough information to make the
right choice between AGM-revision and updates a la [KM92], i.e. between a

change concerning "the real world" and a change concerning our beliefs?

This seems to be too strong an assumption. The clear account of update
operation that we give taking RT as a rule of inference seems at least to

ask for a more attentive analysis of the notion of revision and of the AGM

assumptions from which the G�ardenfors impossibility result is drawn.
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